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Giuliana Sgrena born December 20, 1948 is an Italian journalist who works for the Italian communist newspaper Il Manifesto and the German weekly Die Zeit. Category:Italian journalists - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The journalist who took on the Italian mob—and scared it to death. Kidnappers seize Italian journalist in centre of Baghdad. World. Sep 16, 2006. Oriana Fallaci was an iconoclastic journalist known for her war coverage and for aggressive, revealing interviews with the powerful.

Job for Italian Journalist - Thomson Reuters Careers Increase in attacks and threats against Italian journalists. denounces as outrageous the sentencing of an Italian journalist to 14 months in prison on a libel. The Italian journalist - William Earl Porter - Google Books

Nov 11, 2014, Monday Nov. 10 marked the end of a trial against two mafia, Francesco Bidognetti and Antonio Iovine, and their lawyer, Michel. Giuliana Sgrena - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Oct 4, 2015. KIDNAPPERS SEIZED an Italian journalist from the centre of Baghdad yesterday after apparently receiving a tip off from refugees from Fallujah Aug 25, 2015. Two journalists, one in Rome and one in Naples, have received death threats for reporting on local crime boss Vittorio Casamonica's Hollywood-style funeral in Rome. Disgust in Rome at mafia don's glamour funeral complete with Godfather music. Surge in mafia attacks on journalists Oriana Fallaci, Incisive Italian Journalist, Is Dead at 77 - New York, Jul 5, 2015. Francesca Berardi grew up in Turin, Italy's motor city. American auto capital as a visiting journalist than she ever did about the Italian industry. This is an incomplete list that may never be able to satisfy particular standards for completeness. You can help by expanding it with reliably sourced entries. Italian Journalist Threatened for Investigative Reporting on. 2 days ago. The Vatican said on Wednesday it has launched a probe into two Italian journalists over confidential documents that were leaked to the media Aug 6, 2015. Eight years ago, Italian journalist Roberto Saviano wrote the book Gomorrah, an insider account of the mafia-war between two of Naples' most Italian journalists probed in Vatileaks scandal - The Local Jul 1, 2015 - 7 minSince writing a blockbuster book exposing the Camorra mafia, Roberto Saviano has lived under. May 26, 2014. Italian photojournalist Andrea Rocchelli and his Russian fixer and interpreter, Andrei Mironov, were killed by mortar fire near Sloviansk, Oriana Fallaci - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Sep 24, 2015. Foreign journalists joined the ranks of Donbass independence supporters to fight for justice in the information field, Italian newspaper Il Italian journalist finds warmth in the D - Crain's Detroit Business Title, The Italian journalist. Author, William Earl Porter. Publisher, University of Michigan Press, 1983. Original from, the University of Michigan. Digitized, May 21 'Video: Susan Dabbous, Italian journalist held hostage in Syria. World Radio Day Message from Susan Dabbous, freelance journalist, Italy. Susan Dabbous is an Italian freelance journalist who covers conflicts in the Middle Why this Italian journalist regrets exposing the mafia - CNN Video Pages in category Italian journalists. The following 200 pages are in this category, out of 419 total. This list may not reflect recent changes learn more. Italian journalist and Russian fixer killed in eastern Ukraine. Aug 25, 2015. On 25 August the Italian journalist and writer Max Bonelli presented his book Antimaidan in Donetsk. The book is devoted to all the events Woman's work - Columbia Journalism Review Aug 16, 2015. Karim Benzema is set to join Arsenal next week and take up the vacant no.9 jersey at the Emirates Stadium - according to Italian journalist Why Are Mafia Attacks On Italian Journalists Going Ignored? ANSWERS TO THE ITALIAN JOURNALIST ORIANA FALLACI. August 21 and 23, 1980. Oriana Fallaci: Will Chairman Mao's portrait above Tiananmen Gate be Jul 24, 2015. VATICAN CITY RNS The Vatican said Friday July 24 it has banned an Italian journalist from the papal plane during Pope Francis' trip to the Italian Journalist Defies Hamas: 'Out of Gaza Far from. - Algemeiner Oriana Fallaci Italian: o?rja?na fal?la??i 29 June 1929 – 15 September 2006 was an Italian journalist, author, and political interviewer. A partisan during Arsenal transfer news: Italian journalist Emanuele Giuliani claims. A dark, randic corner Borri says journalists have failed to explain Syria's civil war. the news, thought was I among the Italian journalists who'd been kidnapped, Italian Journalist Joins Militia to Battle Misinformation in Ukraine Find job for Italian journalist at Thomson Reuters. The Italian journalist Max Bonelli presented the book Antimaidan in Vatican bans La Repubblica journalist from traveling with pope Crux Jul 30, 2014. Italian journalist Gabriele Barbati said he was able to speak freely about witnessing a Hamas misfire that killed nine children at the Shati camp, Vatican Bans Italian Journalist From Papal Plane In Retaliation For. List of Italian journalists - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Jul 28, 2015. VATICAN CITY — The Vatican has banned an Italian journalist from the papal plane during Pope Francis’ trip to the United States as Italy - Reporters Without Borders Italian journalist: Pope Francis told me ‘all the divorced who ask will. PEN Center USA is deeply concerned for the safety of Antonio Aldo Papaleo, an Italian journalist whose life is being threatened for his work investigating. Italian journalists receive death threats following mafia don's funeral. May 25, 2014. SLOVYANSK, Ukraine AP — An Italian photojournalist and his Russian interpreter have been killed in eastern Ukraine while covering fighting answers to the Italian journalist oriana fallaci Nov 2, 2015. The Vatican maintains the report is inaccurate, but many are skeptical.
Find out more about the greatest Italian Journalists, including Beatrice Borromeo, Alessandro Del Piero, Pier Paolo Pasolini, Gina Lollobrigida and Giuliana Rancic. Michelle Beadle. 23 October 1975. Alberto Moravia. 28 November 1907. Giuseppe Ungaretti. 08 February 1888. This historic journalists from Italy list can help answer the questions "Who are some Italian journalists of note?" and "Who are the most famous journalists from Italy?" These prominent journalists of Italy may or may not be currently alive, but what they all have in common is that they're all respected Italian journalists. Use this list of renowned Italian journalists to discover some new journalists that you aren't familiar with. Don't forget to share this list by clicking one of the social media icons at the top or bottom of the page.